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Name
Scheme/Programme

of Westfield 275kV switchgear replacement (includes future 400kV
upgrade)

Primary Investment Driver Asset Health (Lead asset – Circuit Breaker)
Scheme
reference/ SPNLT 2034 / Circuit Breaker
mechanism or category
Output references/type
NLRT2SP2034 (275kV air insulated Circuit Breakers (OD) / 275kV
Switchgear others /275kV Tower (OHL) line conductor)
Total investment
£ 17.41 m (For 275kV option – included under uncertainty)
£ 22.93 m (For 400kV option – also included under uncertainty)
Delivery Year
2026
Reporting Table
C0.7 / C2.2a_CI / C2.2a_AP / C2.3 / 5.18
Outputs included in RIIO No
T1 Business Plan

Issue Date

Issue No Amendment Details

July 2019

Issue 1

First issue of document
(1) Scheme name update

December 2019

Issue 2

(2) Gross cost, NPV, Monetised Risk, Long Term Risk Benefit
values, delivery year and future pathways – Net zero text
updated.
(3) Reference to proposed 400kV upgrade works at Westfield
275kV substation included.
(4) Project proposed to be delivered under Uncertainty
mechanism now (included in table 5.18).
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Introduction

Westfield 275kV substation is a 7 bay double busbar wraparound 275/132kV substation located on
B9097 near Ballingry, Fife. The substation was built in the early 1970s, and is of vital importance in
terms of connection between SP Transmission and SHE Transmission networks. As such with
connections to Longannet, Mosmorran, Glenrothes and Tealing, Westfield 275kV substation plays a
key role in the Main Interconnected Transmission System (MITS).
The substation has been configured as a wraparound double busbar substation without any bus
section. Disused tower YJ085 located west of the 275kV compound has been maintained in situ and
is located adjacent to YS circuit (Tealing / Glenrothes circuits) terminal tower. A number of 275kV
concrete gantries were installed within the substation compound for future circuit connections but
are now considered to be redundant.
The principal driver for the proposal is the condition of the 7 off JW420 bulk oil circuit-breakers
which would have EoL modifier scores of 10.53 or higher at end of RIIO T2 period, with critical
operational and maintenance issues, and so have been identified for replacement in the RIIO T2
period. The circuit-breakers are located in following bays (please refer to the GSN drawing in the
appendix):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Longannet 275kV (referred to as LOAN henceforth)
Mossmoran 275kV (referred to as MOSM henceforth)
Tealing 275kV (referred to as TEAL henceforth)
Glenrothes 275kV (referred to as GLRO henceforth)
SGT1 275/132kV 240MVA transformer
SGT2 275/132kV 240MVA transformer
Bus coupler

The condition of the non-lead assets – Disconnectors/earthing switches, busbars, instrument
transformers, insulators and structures – have also been assessed and in all cases, intervention is
required. Condition assessment of auxiliary supply system viz LVAC board, building service
distribution board and DC supply system has also identified the need for intervention.
In line with above, the proposed 275kV outputs to be delivered in this project for the selected option
are:
-

275kV Circuit Breaker disposed: 7 units
275kV Circuit Breaker addition: 7 units

Note the volume for addition mentioned here have been included in table 5.18 under ‘Uncertain
workload / volumes’.
A staged delivery approach has been considered within the different options considered.
Considering the various outages involved in all the options considered, there would be significant
disruption on the MITS power flow and intermediate enabling works are required to minimise this.
For this purpose, using spare tower YJ085, 275kV OHL slack span interconnector has been proposed
to be installed at start of the project to maintain a power flow corridor between Longannet 275kV
and Tealing 275kV substations.
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Background Information

This paper supports a proposal to replace the existing 7 off JW420 circuit breakers located at
Westfield 275kV substation. Based on the values determined in accordance with the NARM
methodology, the circuit-breakers will have an EoL modifier score of 10.53 or higher at end of RIIO
T2 period, have significant operational and maintenance issues and are identified for replacement
during the RIIO T2 period. The options for retaining and refurbishing the circuit-breakers has been
assessed and determined not to be technically or economically viable, as detailed in report SWG-05091 1.
Please find below details of the circuit-breakers identified for replacement.
SPEN
corporate
asset ID

Asset
Description

Manufacturer

14222486
14222506
14223571
14223629
14223647
14223680
14223699

WFIE275OCBH50
WFIE275OCBH20
WFIE275OCBF85
WFIE275OCBF65
WFIE275OCBW40
WFIE275OCBF35
WFIE275OCBF55

AEI/METRO VICKS
AEI/METRO VICKS
AEI/METRO VICKS
AEI/METRO VICKS
AEI/METRO VICKS
AEI/METRO VICKS
AEI/METRO VICKS

Model

Year
of
manufacture

EoL

Monetised risk £
(at end of RIIO T2
without
intervention)

JW420
JW420
JW420
JW420
JW420
JW420
JW420

1973
1972
1973
1973
1973
1973
1972

10.59857
10.53533
10.59857
10.59857
10.59857
10.59857
10.53533

£
£
£
£
£
£
£

JW420 bulk oil circuit-breaker at Westfield 275kV substation
1

SWG-05-091 Operational issues with AEI JW420 275kV Bulk Oil Circuit Breakers

168,705.53
165,979.30
136,454.98
116,115.89
136,454.98
116,115.89
176,870.76
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The associated non lead assets for this substation have also been installed in the same period, and
have similar maintenance and operational issues. A detailed site review and technical assessment of
the state of these equipments has been carried out, and it is recommended that the instrument
transformers and the 110V DC battery system would require to be replaced in the RIIIO T2 period,
while refurbishing and reusing the existing disconnectors may be possible. A detailed site review
survey report for the condition of non-lead assets is available for review.
Condition assessment of the associated 20 off 275kV Disconnectors have shown deterioration of the
fixed and moving contacts. The mechanism electrical and mechanical components have deteriorated
to a point where they either required to be monitored or they will require intervention. Control
relays and contactors are prone to failure resulting in the disconnector becoming non-operable in
the first case and only operable by hand in the second case. Hand operation requires two persons to
carry this out. In general, the insulator castings are only showing minor rust spots and the
mechanism box is showing wear but generally remains watertight. Corrosion has also been observed
on the operating mechanism and operating rods.
The recommendation for 275kV disconnectors is that it would be possible to refurbish them and
make them operational for the expected design life of refurbished bays (40 years). However, the
costs and timescales to refurbish the disconnectors and mechanism boxes when compared with the
costs and timescales to replace them indicate that replacement is the most economic option.
However both courses of action have been included in the options proposed for full consideration in
the overall scheme cost-benefit analysis and recommendations made accordingly.
A site condition assessment report for these non-lead assets, along with condition assessment of
other assets at the site can be supplied as required. Recommendations from this report have been
included within the options considered.
Similar to the assessment of primary plant, a visual inspection has been carried out on the existing
civil assets, including existing concrete structures and foundations, to determine the condition of
these assets. To complement this data, and to determine the remaining life and costs associated
with any immediate and future remedial works, SP Transmission commissioned a specialist concrete
contractor to carry out concrete testing and analysis on a representative sample of these assets (a
275kV concrete gantry and a 275kV disconnector structure of similar design / age / loading
characteristics but located at Windyhill 275kV substation.) The idea was to treat these as a test
sample the results of which could be extrapolated and applied to a range of similar assets across the
network. The results of these tests show that it would be possible to reuse the existing civil assets
subject to a defined level of refurbishment carried out during the project cycle. These refurbishment
works would extend the service life of these assets by about 15 years after which another round of
refurbishment would be necessary.
The costs of refurbishing these civil assets for their extended design life (40 years to match the
expected life of the electrical assets) and the cost of replacing with new steel structures has been
included within the options considered.
The existing 275kV control building has been surveyed to determine if repair or refurbishment works
are necessary and to assess the space available to accommodate replacement protection and
control equipment. In line with the survey carried out, only minor repair works and building service
upgrades are envisaged within the options considered.
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Optioneering

The following is a summary of the options considered for this project. The respective associated
drawings for the proposed options are available for review if required.

1

2

3

4

Option

Status

Reason for rejection

Baseline option: Do nothing in RIIO T2 period, works
deferred to RIIO T3 period (Scope of works similar to
option 2)

Proposed

-

Insitu replacement while refurbishing / reusing existing
concrete gantries, foundation, and RCP/Tandem
disconnectors. Involves staged in-situ build with multiple
outages and temporary interconnector works. (Drawing
SP4143324)
Complete AIS insitu replacement of all assets. Online
replacement involving multiple outages and temporary
interconnectors (Drawing SP4144697)
Replace the 275kV AIS switchgear with new 275kV GIS
switchgear. GIS building built offline and located in the
space adjacent to Mossmoran circuit. Involves demolition
of redundant gantries as part of enabling works. (Drawing
SP4147564)

Replace the 275kV AIS switchgear with new GIS switchgear
with GIS building located in the field beside the 275kV
substation outside the boundary of existing substation

Proposed

Proposed

-

Proposed

-

Rejected

Long GIB lengths / additional cost
for platform extension / higher cost
due to extensive flood mitigation
measures required / land purchase
required / Long outages for circuit
transfer resulting in higher
constraint cost

Based on the engineering feasibility study carried out, the following 3 options were identified to
represent the most optimum solutions for addressing the asset condition issue:
- Baseline option: Baseline option: Do nothing in RIIO T2 period, works deferred to RIIO T3
period (Scope of works similar to option 2)
- Option 1: Insitu AIS replacement while refurbishing / reusing some non-lead assets.
- Option 2: Complete AIS insitu replacement of all assets
- Option 3: Online GIS replacement
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Detailed analysis

All the 4 options considered achieve the main objective of replacing JW420 Circuit-Breakers while
refurbishing or replacing non-lead assets and thereby reducing the overall risks to the network.
As Westfield 275kV substation is located on the main interconnected transmission system (MITS),
any works at this site can have a major impact on the network capability and boundary B4 in
particular and result in significant constraint costs. To reduce the network impact during
construction, all the options have been developed in a staged manner with the least possible outage
durations considered on the main power flow circuits. For minimising the outage durations,
temporary OHL interconnector between Longannet and Tealing 275kV circuits (resulting in 3 ended
circuit LOAN –WFIE – TEAL) has been considered to reduce the network impact.
4.1

Baseline option: Do nothing in RIIO T2 period, works deferred to RIIO T3 period (Scope of works
similar to option 2)

This option considers an online insitu AIS replacement of all assets (Lead / non-lead) at the site with
works proposed in RIIO T3 period (completion by 2031). As the scope of works is the same as option
2, please refer section 4.3 for further details.
4.2

Option 1: Online AIS replacement – reuse of existing non -lead assets

Based on a visual survey of the existing non-lead assets, and based on the test results extrapolated
from concrete tests carried out on similar assets (275kV gantry / 275kV Disconnector structure) at
Windyhill 275kV substation this option considers reuse of existing 275kV concrete gantries and
foundations, existing 275kV busbar and line disconnectors, disconnector concrete structures and
foundations.
Below are the civil assets proposed to be refurbished and reused:
- HS51Y type strain concrete gantry and foundation – 22off
- HJW7 disconnector structure and foundation – 20 off
- Existing cable trenches (replacement of trench covers to be undertaken)
- Existing control building with minor refurbishments and building services upgrade
- Below ground earth mat
Below are the non-lead assets proposed to be refurbished and reused:
- 300kV RCP disconnectors – 20 off
- Respective above ground earthing / labelling
The following assets are proposed to be replaced in this option:
- JW 420 bulk oil circuit-breakers
- Instrument transformers
- Post insulators (both on busbars and circuits)
- OHL gantry conductor catenary
- Low level busbars and conductors
- Clamps and connectors
- Above ground earthing (only for new plant)
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- Mechanical interlocking
- Compound floodlighting
Specific factors to be noted for this option are as follows:
-

-

-

Based on the visual survey carried out and results from concrete testing carried out by
specialist surveyors, it is expected that the remedial works will only extend the life of
structure by 15 years, and that repeated rounds of concrete structure refurbishment will be
required at year 15 and 30th year interval to achieve a 40 year service life. The cost of these
subsequent rounds of refurbishment has been included within the costs to provide a
comparable whole life cost for this option.
To carry out any refurbishment on some of the busbar gantries, the adjacent sections of
main & reserve busbars would need to be physically disconnected to have sufficient
electrical clearance. As this affects the MITS power flow, temporary interconnector circuits
need to be included for each round of refurbishment. The costs of these additional circuits
for each round of refurbishment have been included.
During the 15th and 30th year refurbishment cycle, electrical, civil and overhead line
contractors will be required. Considering refurbishment programme totalling 6 months
every 15 years, there would be site set up, project management and administrative costs
which have been included in the costing considered.

The following specific risks have been identified for this option:
-

-

4.3

To refurbish and reuse the existing disconnectors, a substantial amount of work is required
to be carried out by a specialist contractor. This involves rebuilding main contacts, sand
blasting arcing rings, painting, replacing earth cables, rewiring and painting mechanism
boxes, replacing contactors, relays, fuses, heaters and mechanism boxes to be tested in
workshops. There is an element of added cost and time for refurbishment that has been
reflected in the overall project timescales and costs.
As mentioned earlier, Westfield 275kV is located on the Main interconnected transmission
system and responsible for major import – export of power between SP Transmission and
SHE Transmission network areas. Any works on this route would likely affect the power flow
boundary capabilities resulting in increased constraint costs. For this option, these constraint
costs would need to be included at every refurbishment cycle (total 3 times) for the time
period when both Longannet and Tealing circuits are on outage for installing the temporary
LOAN-TEAL circuit.
Option 2: Online AIS replacement

This option considers online AIS replacement of the existing switchgear within the substation
compound. Existing JW420 have been considered to be replaced by new 300kV Live tank SF6 circuitbreaker units, while existing RCP disconnectors, Current transformers, voltage transformers and
Surge arresters are also being considered replaced as part of this option, with respective foundations
and structures also replaced. Space available within existing control building has been reviewed and
found to be sufficient to accommodate the new suite of P&C panels for the new switchgear.
The key considerations while finalising the scope for this option are as follows:
-

Minimising the outage durations wherein both LOAN and TEAL are on outage as this affects
the MITS power flow.
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To have only one of either SGT1 or SGT2 on outage to maintain security of supply to the
132kV network.
There are a substantial number of redundant concrete gantry structures at site which need
to be removed to facilitate the construction works. Stages have been designed such that
many of these structures are demolished without impact on project programme.

The following assets have been considered to be retained / reused without any major modifications:
-

-

Existing 275kV control building (Only minor upgrade works along with building service
upgrade considered)
Existing SGT1 / SGT2 with respective civil plinths / bunds
Line entry gantries for LOAN, TEAL, MOSM and GLRO can be reused although this is subject
to detailed concrete testing and analysis required to be carried out during developmental
stage. An initial view of reusing these has been based on visual assessment.
Existing JW420 foundations proposed to be reused for installation of new 300kV live tank CB
/ CT arrangement.
Existing cable trenches / access roads reused.

The following specific risk has been identified for this option:
-

In year 1, the wrap around section for main busbar is demolished to make space for the new
275kV Bus coupler and parts of new main /reserve busbar. With the wrap around section
removed, after completion of year 1 works, SGT2 is connected only to the existing Reserve
busbar and thereby is at single busbar risk. This arrangement would be in service for the 6
month winter period until the start of year 2 outage season when SGT2 is on outage for the
switchgear replacement. The risk posed by this against the probability of a busbar fault
happening in a 6 month winter period has been reviewed to be tolerable and so the
proposal is deemed feasible.

The revised substation layout would be a double busbar substation with a bus coupler, but without
any bus section circuit-breaker. The circuit configuration / orientation would be similar to the
existing arrangement. 4 off 275kV circuits are being rebuilt in the first year, with the remaining 3 off
275kV circuit rebuilt in the subsequent year. There is some scope of offline build for year 2 works
which would be investigated further at project delivery stage.
4.4

Option 3: GIS replacement

This option considers online GIS replacement of the existing switchgear within the substation
compound. The new 275kV GIS substation would be located in the space available adjacent to the
wrap around busbar / MOSM circuits with minor platform extension.
This would be a double busbar solution with the following circuits:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

MOSM
LOAN
TEAL
GLRO
Bus coupler
Main busbar bus section CB / reserve busbar bus section disconnector
SGT1
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8. SGT2
Additional main / reserve bus section bays have been considered in the GIS option mainly based on
lessons learnt from previous GIS busbar faults which had resulted from a feeder busbar disconnector
fault, and could have been avoided if a bus section was present.
The line entry circuits would be connected via GIB and rated at 3150 Amps, while the SGT circuits
would be cable connected (1 cable/ph x 2000 sq.mm Cu) and suitably rated for the transformer
connections.
Although most of the GIS building is being built offline, there would be some amount of demolition
works of redundant gantries required as enabling works for starting the construction.
SF6 free GIBs have been considered.
While alternatives to SF6 are available for the 275kV GIB, there are no feasible alternative available
at the moment for 275kV switchgear. With this option SPT’s SF6 inventory would increase further
when compared to the AIS options under consideration. It is not expected that 275kV GIS equipment
completely free of SF6 will be available in a timescale that matches the need to intervene on the
assets as described.
Kindly note that with the temporary interconnector being considered for all the options, the
difference in outage durations between the options is minimal thereby resulting in similar constraint
costs for all the options.
4.5

Specific factors attributable to additional cost
-

-

275kV OHL interconnector has been considered for all the options proposed resulting in
additional cost. For installing the interconnector, significant enabling works in terms of
rotating the out of use tower YJ085 are required having a further impact on the costs /
construction timescales.
Crane will require to be positioned close to the out of use tower YJ085. A new access road is
required around the 275kV substation compound area for the crane access.
Exact quantity of asbestos contamination in existing civil infrastructure is unknown at the
moment and subject to further detailed asbestos survey. This affects the costs and
timescales for existing civil assets demolition.
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Selected option

Please find below the cost and construction timescale summary of all the options reviewed:

Total
investment
Construction
timescales

Baseline option

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

£ 17.41m

£ 21.82m

£ 17.41m

£ 24.20m

2 years

2 years

2 years

2 years

Note that the costs have been built up from individual costs for each element and included in a bill
of quantities. The bill of quantities has been engineered from the layouts developed for each option.
The basis of individual unit costs has been the SP Transmission MoSC (Manual of Standard Costs)
tool which makes reference to costs incurred during previously executed similar 275kV
modernisation projects.
Please also find below the NPV calculated for each option based on the CBA analysis carried out.
Options

NPV

Baseline

Works deferred to RIIO T3

£ 19.97

Option 1

Insitu AIS replacement with reuse of non-lead assets

£ 17.44

Option 2

Complete Insitu AIS replacement

£ 21.85

Option 3

Online GIS replacement

£ 14.83

Based on the lowest cost, and on the basis of CBA analysis, option 2 is the selected option.
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Innovation

The following innovation schemes were reviewed for the proposed option and the conclusion on
each of the options is as highlighted in the table below:
Serial No.
1.2.4.2
1.2.2.2
-

Description
Reuse of Existing Concrete Assets
Future
Intelligent
Transmission
Network Substation (FITNESS)
275kV Disconnecting Circuit Breaker
(DCB)
275kV Hybrid switchgear
275kV Dead tank circuit breaker

Associated Project(s)
NIA_SPT_1606

Conclusion
Considered for further review*

SPTEN02

Considered for further review

-

Ruled out for this option

-

Ruled out for this option
Ruled out for this option

Please find below a brief summary of the reasons for ruling out some of the innovation schemes:
4.7.1

Innovation scheme Disconnecting circuit breaker / Hybrid switchgear:

DCB / Hybrid switchgear feasibility study was carried out to check the benefits of using this
alternative switchgear technology against conventional outdoor AIS switchgear.
After review, use of DCBs for Westfield 275kV substation has been ruled out due to following:
-

-

-

-

4.7.2

The main purpose of using DCB over live tank CB is that it takes away the requirement of
separate disconnectors in the circuit. In a double busbar substation, use of DCB on the line
side still leaves busbar disconnectors resulting in the same operational / maintenance issues
as that with a conventional design. Only option to avoid this is to replace the busbar
disconnectors with a double DCB – but then this ‘double breaker’ arrangement is
economically not feasible compared to conventional live tank CB – busbar disconnector
design.
Due to the double breaker arrangement, space required for using a DCB within a double
busbar substation is greater than the bay space with a conventional live tank CB, and so is
not economically feasible without significant civil works.
Using DCB / Hybrid switchgear on line entry side requires a temporary disconnectable
busbar on the line side which needs to be taken down every time maintenance is required to
be carried out on the equipment. This increases the time / resource requirement for any
such activity
As part of the 6 year maintenance cycle access would be required to HV terminals which
would require outage on the circuit and removal of the connecting conductors. Based on the
layout for a double busbar substation with hybrid switchgear, this would also require outage
on one of the main or reserve busbars. Considering the additional operational /
maintenance cost use of Hybrid switchgear on double busbar is not viable.
Innovation scheme Dead tank circuit breaker:

Use of dead tank circuit breaker has been ruled out based on the higher costs compared to a live
tank circuit breaker.
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Conclusion

The 4 options proposed have been reviewed in terms of scope, costs, timescales, construction risks
and feasibility.
Option 1 considers the re-use of most of the existing civil and non-lead electrical assets with
refurbishment and has the shortest timescale. The main issue with this option is that any
refurbishment of civil assets would extend their life up to a maximum 15 years, after which 2 more
rounds of refurbishment would be required. The need for additional rounds of refurbishment,
associated temporary interconnector costs and the repeated constraint costs due to these
refurbishment cycles causes this option to perform less well in the CBA, despite its lower initial
capital cost. Further, an 6 month refurbishment cycle every 15 years makes this the least practical
option as these works would have additional impacts on network security when compared to the
other options and would limit system access of necessary activities elsewhere on the network during
this period.
The main issue with the Baseline option is the timescale considered (2031), with the existing JW420
units required to be in service till then. As explained in SWG-05-091 2, AEI JW420 275kV bulk oil
circuit breakers have numerous issues like possibility of bushing failures, failure in latch mechanism
or failure of interphase drive rods etc. which if left unchecked can end in catastrophic failure of
these units. Along with the associated network risks, there’s also an element of H&S risks associated
with failure of these units which needs to be considered before finalising any option. An ENA SOP
was issued in 2019 with respect to catastrophic failures of JW420s experienced by another network
operator. It is considered that further life extension of JW420s is not feasible.
The potential impact on the MITS to deliver power transfer due to the long and unpredictable
maintenance durations of these circuit breakers also need to be taken into account. Accordingly, and
as per the CBA analysis completed, Baseline option is not preferred for this project.
The other options (Option 2 and option 3) have been deemed to be technically feasible and
deliverable.
In line with the costs prepared, the proposed scope of works and CBA analysis, option 2 (complete in
situ AIS replacement) is the selected option
-

2

Forecast costs: £ 17.41 m
Timing of investment: 2026
Declared outputs: Addition – 7 units / Removal – 7 units
Monetised risk benefit: Lr£38.99m

SWG-05-091 – Operational issues with AEI JW420 Circuit-breaker
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400kV upgrade works requirement at Westfield 275kV substation
Background

System studies have indicated that following the completion of the East Coast 400kV onshore
incremental reinforcement and the Eastern HVDC link from Peterhead, there is a need to further
reinforce the east coast of the SHE Transmission and SP Transmission networks. This was also
indicated in NOA 2018/19 where a long-term conceptual option submitted by the TOs to reinforce
multiple boundaries (including the B4 boundary between SHE Transmission and SPT) was
determined as being needed, and economic, to support the long-term future network.
Accordingly further 400kV infrastructure development on the east coast following the completion of
400kV onshore incremental reinforcement (ECUP) has been proposed under NOA “East Coast
Onshore 400kV phase 2 reinforcement” in 2019/20. This will target the B1a / B2 and B4 boundaries
increasing their capacity as required.
Please find below the system reinforcement work proposed under this NOA project on the SP
Transmission Network.

Figure 1: Existing SPT network configuration (275kV network shown in red)

Figure 2: Proposed SPT network configuration (upgraded 400kV network shown in blue)
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As shown in the proposed transmission network configuration, Westfield 275kV substation would be
reconfigured as a 400kV substation with the existing transmission connections to Tealing,
Glenrothes, Mossmoran and Longannet also uprated to 400kV.
6.2

Proposed works at Westfield 275kV substation

The ECU2 East Coast phase 2 incremental works are currently proposed with an EISD of 2030. This
will mean that if the works proposed under the 275kV switchgear replacement are completed as
planned in 2026, then the same substation would immediately require to be upgraded to 400kV
substation for the NOA works.
For efficiency and technical feasibility it is recommended to rebuild the Westfield 275kV substation
directly at 400kV instead such that it is ready for the NOA connection works, and that the overall
transmission network is not impacted significantly during the upgrade from 275kV to 400kV.
Considering that the NOA 2019/20 works are approved, Westfield 275kV substation would be rebuilt
at 400kV with the following specification:
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

Substation would be redesigned with 400kV clearances. Currently it is estimated that the
space available within the existing 275kV compound is sufficient for a 7 bay 400kV double
busbar substation rebuild.
The substation would have the same bays as existing viz. Tealing, Glenrothes, Longannet,
Mossmoran, SGT1, SGT2 and Bus coupler. No bus section is proposed to be installed on the
double busbars thereby maintaining the existing circuit configuration as is.
Although the substation would be rebuilt considering 400kV application, initially at the end
of RIIO T2 it will continue to be operated at 275kV.
The existing control building is also currently considered to have sufficient space for 275kV
and future 400kV panels. This will be reviewed during detail design.
Below ground earthing will be reconfigured at 400kV fault levels to mitigate any future
400kV fault level impact.
No works are proposed on the existing SGT1 and SGT2 units as part of this project. The
replacement of these 275/132kV transformers to 400/132kV transformer will form part of
the separate NOA scheme.
As these are voltage based equipments, Surge arrestors and capacitive voltage transformers
would be installed rated at 275kV. Remaining plant equipments including Circuit Breakers
would be rated at 400kV.

The 400kV rebuild works are proposed to be completed in the same timescale as the 275kV rebuild
works i.e. delivery year shall be 2026.
6.3

Optioneering

Various network reconfiguration option have already been reviewed as part of the NOA process, and
the 400kV upgrade works proposed here are deemed to be the most efficient option technically and
commercially.
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Costs

As per a high level initial estimate completed, the total cost for a 400kV rebuild would £ 22.93 m.
(Incremental cost of £ 5.52 m over the 275kV rebuild option spread over the same delivery years).
This will be reviewed in further detail once the exact particulars of the NOA scheme are known in
certainty.

7

Uncertainty

Considering the uncertainty surrounding approval of NOA 2019/20, this project is proposed to be
delivered as a ring fenced price control deliverable included under uncertainty mechanism. It is
proposed that the costs are excluded from baseline allowances and that a trigger mechanism is
implemented. This would allow the required allowances to be applied when there is an appropriate
degree of certainty on the scope of works viz. whether we require a 275kV rebuild or whether we
require a 400kV rebuild.
Accordingly the costs and volumes for this project have been included within table 5.18 Uncertainty.

8
8.1

Future Pathways – Net Zero
Primary Economic Driver

The primary driver for this investment is asset condition and risk. The investment does not have a
strong reliance on environmental benefits.
8.2

Payback Periods

The CBA carried out for 275kV option indicates that a positive NPV results in all assessment periods
(10, 20, 30 & 45 years) which is consistent with the lifetime of the intervention. Consumers benefit
from reduced network risk immediately on completion of the project.
CBA has not been completed for 400kV works as the NOA process has already determined the most
commercially feasible opition.
8.3

Pathways and End Points

The network capacity and capability that result from the proposed option has been tested against
and has been found to be consistent with the network requirements determined from the ETYS and
NOA processes. Additionally, the proposed options are consistent with the site-specific capacity
requirements from SPT’s Energy Scenarios.
8.4

Asset Stranding Risks

Electricity generation, demand and system transfers are forecast to increase under all scenarios. The
stranding risk is therefore considered to be very low.
8.5

Sensitivity to Carbon Prices

Carbon price sensitivities have been applied using the higher case CBA template. The CBA outcome is
influenced by losses and is sensitive to carbon prices.
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Future Asset Utilisation

It has been assessed that the preferred option is consistent with the future generation and demand
scenarios and that the risk of stranding is very low.
8.7

Whole Systems Benefits

Whole system benefits have been considered as part of this proposal. The capacity and capability of
the preferred option is consistent with the provision of whole system solutions.

9
N/A

Outputs included in RIIO T1 Plans
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